
by Tony Bucci

nestling food once per week and progres
sively increase to four times per week un
til March. Larger amounts are given to the
hens. The nestling food will get the birds
physically built up for the breeding
season. Also, they must get accustomed
to the flavor of the food well in advance.

estling Formula:
2 cups bread crumbs (dry bread in oven,
crush, or grind into crumbs).
I cup Gerber "High Protein" cereal for
baby .
~ cup wheat germ (regular).
~ teaspoon bone meal (find at Health
Store).
2 tablespoon yeast powder (fmd at
Health Store).
2 teaspoons "Vionate" or "Theralin"
vitamin-mineral powder (find in pet
shops).

Mix above thoroughly and keep in
dry place.

Add the above mixture in proportion
of 3 tablespoons to one hard boiled egg
(boil egg 10 min., let cool, then grate or
mash yolk and white). Keep this mixture
in refrigerator.

When nestlings are being fed, give
three times per day - morning, noon and
early evening. Always dipose of left-overs.
Clean the bottom of the cage every day.
Spoiled egg food is deadly to the nest
lings. I am attempting to modify the bot
tom of our cages by inserting a wire floor.
A wire floor suspended above the tray is
the answer to prevent birds from picking
the spoiled food. Until then I will clean

continued on page 38
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Cage front with accessories in place.
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Many articles have been written on
how to breed canaries, and here is one
more. The reason I am writing one is not
because my way is better, but because I
have the desire to share my experience
with you. For the last few years I have
kept accurate records in our bird room.
As the result of this accumulated data, it
was possible for me to make the graph
in Fig. 1.

The graph shows the span of our
breeding season which is indicated on the
horizontal scale. The vertical scale indi
cates the number of clutches laid. We
start pairing our birds in mid February
and we begin to see some eggs in the
beginning of March. The peak is in mid
May, and ends in July. We do not use arti
ficial light to induce early breeding sea
son. In late December we start feeding
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A ccessories: nest, drinker, seed hopper, egg food drawer, soaked seed drawer.
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PAT'S BIRD RANCH
Birds. Nest Boxes

Carriers
Special Boxes Made

to Order
(213) 443-2886
Roger Compton

9359 Rush Street
S. EI Monte, Ca. 91733

See-Through
Incubators

AVAILABLE NOW
PEACH FACE

Blue, Blue Pied Splits, and others

Masked - Blue - Fischer's

Call or write for 1977 price list.

Ph. (714) 727-1486
Lee Horton • after 6 p.m.

2376 Bella Vista, Vista, CA. 92083

Write for the 32 pg catalog today
check our prices on

AVIARY AND POULTRY NETTING
WELDED WIRE, HARDWARE CLOTH

INSTANT CAGE FABRICS
Made of plastic, exceptionally light

weight - yet very strong.

MARSH FARMS
10015-13th St.,

Garden Grove, CA. 92643
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4-, CUT ~ASCNITE PARTITIONS TO SIZ-c AFTER ASSEMBLY,
GROOVE W;DTH TO ACCOMODA,E MASONITe THICKNess

:3 ASSEN1BLE TOP A}.JC BOTTOM TO SIDES BEFORE I'SSEMBUNG BACK
Z, USE Wl-\lTe WOOD 6L-Ue ItJ A.55EN1BLlNG
I. MA,ERIAV E)<.T",RIOR GRADe PLYWOOD

Cage with divider and removable front. Fronts are 12 x 18 inches.

Our bird room showing cages in the drawing.

FOUR BREEDING CAGES OR FLIGHT WHEN DIVIDERS ARE REMOVED
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Veterinary Laboratory Services
Department of Food and AgricultufP. • San Gabriel. CA. 91778

ERYTHROBLASTOSIS, AN EMERGING DISEASE
During the past year, I have diagnosed

five cases of what is thought to be a rare
type of blood tumor called erythro
blastosis. This disease, or one similar to
it has been known in chickens since 1907,
but to my knowledge, has not been re
ported in our exotic species. It may well
be that it appears to be rare only because
relatively few avian pathologists are
looking for it. Thus far, I have seen it in
a hooded parakeet, a budgie, a lovebird,
a red eared finch, and a Bourke parakeet.
Quite likely, it will be found in many
other species in the future as more people
become aware of it.

Nothing appears in the available litera
ture on this disease in exotic birds, so in
order to understand it at all, we must
make an unproved assumption that it is
similar to the disease in chickens. It may
be that in six months or six years the true
nature of the disease will be revealed, but
for now, we must make a lot of educated
guesses.

The disease in chickens is caused by a
number of different viruses which belong
to the group known as lymphoid leukosis.
Most chickens are carriers of the viruses
although only a relatively few of them
develop tumors and die. The disease is
transmitted primarily through the egg to
the chicks and the male has very little
influence on its spread. It can be trans
mitted from bird to bird by contact, but
the probability of" this happening is very
remote. To date, there is no effective
vaccine available for chickens, and of
course, none fo'r our exotic species.

In chickens, two forms are recognized.
One is characterized by the presence of
a severe anemia, but the other shows no
signs of anemia at all. This situation
seems to apply to the few cases which I
have seen among the exotic birds. The
Bourke and the hooded parakeets were
both severely anemic. Not all birds will
die from the infection. At least one
hooded parakeet has survived the disease
and seems to be healthy. Of the five birds
I have seen, all have been slightly to very
thin. They may show no definitive signs
which will help to differentiate this
disease from many others. If a blood
sample is taken by your veterinarian and
a stained smear is prepared for micro
scopic examination, characteristic cells
may be recognized in it and a diagnosis
can be made. I suspect that supportive
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treatment will be unavailing in most cases
and that the bird will usually die. If a
post-mortem examination is performed,
several clues may be revealed. Invariably,
the liver is moderately to enormously
enlarged. It may be pale or dark red in
color and the surface may present a
mottled appearance. The spleen may be
normal in size or greatly enlarged. Some
birds will be very anemic with thin,
watery blood and pale tissues including
the bone marrow. In two of the five
birds, other serious diseases were present
at the same time, namely psittacosis and
Pacheco's Parrot Disease. The definitive
diagnosis may be made by doing a micro
scopic examination of the liver. The
passageways in the liver will be found to
be stuffed with an accumulation of
characteristic cells which can be recog
nized as members of the erythrocytic or
red hloodcell series, hence the name, ery
throblastosis.

If the disease should be diagnosed in
your flock, what can you do? First of all,
don't panic and start wringing necks.
Quite likely, very many of our birds are
silent carriers of the viruses and it is only
the occasional bird which develops the
disease and dies. At this time, it is not
practical to identify which birds are car
riers and which are not. There are several
tests which are used for chIckens, but
they are complicated and expensive. Inas
much as this disease is probably caused
by a virus, there is no specific drug which
could be expected to be effective against
it. The usual supportive measures such as
a warm cage, good food and water,
vitamins, etc. woul.d be appropriate.

Because the disease is primarily passed
from mother to offspring, it may be
possible to eliminate it from a breeder
flock by giving close attention to isola
tion of the individuals and the keeping of
good records. I would suggest that if you
are interested in the possibility of elimi
nating it from your flock, you should
develop a comprehensive program with
the cooperation of your veterinarian.

In conclusion, here is yet another
disease which is emerging from obscur
ity due to the cooperation between col
lectors and breeders of exotic birds and
the veterinary profession. When it is
better understood, it should be possible
to minimize its impact on the health of
our birds.

CANARY CULTURE contd from page 36

trays every day. In addition to nestling
food, feed soaked seeds separately, also
three times per day. Mix 65% canary seed,
30% rape, 5% niger. Soak seeds 24 hours,
strain in fine strainer and wash under
faucet, strain and store in glass jar in a
cool place. Make enough to last you
three days. We do not let the seeds
sprout. In addition to the above, feed
fresh greens twice daily (dandelion, let
tuce, spinach, chickory). Keep mineral
grit in the cage all the time.

After much experimenting with nest
ing material we adapted upholstery cot
ton batting. Upholstery cotton batting is
easily obtained from upholstery shops.
You must make sure it is pure cotton. It
must not contain any synthetic fibers.
Synthetic fibers will wrap around the
birds legs and toes and cause damage to
them.

The first nest is built by the bird itself.
In most cases the nest is not very good,
and I end up making one for them. I
have several spare nests which I prepare
by placing a large piece of upholstery
cotton batting in the nest, then form it
with a light bulb and then I place a lemon
or orange in the nest and keep the orange
there until the nest is needed. The weight
and moisture from the orange will form a
beautiful full nest. Normally I replace the
nest after the 6th or 7th day, that is when
I band the babies, or thereafter if the nest
looks soiled. The breeding cages, as you
can see in the accompanying pictures, are
made of plywood. They are easily made if
you follow the drawings supplied in this
article. The fronts are removable for easy
cleaning and repainting. The bottom
drawers are made of sheet metal, your
local sheet metal shop can make them for
you, or you can improvise. After the
breeding season, remove the dividers and
the breeding cages become flights. The
accessories, which you can see in the
pictures, including the fronts, are avail
able from "Twyford Aviary Supply Co."
The water drinker can be any suitable
bottle with rubber stopper and glass
spout. Be very careful with this type of
a drinker, they are famous for stopping
the dispensing of the water. You must
shake the drinker to let the water out and
let the air in, to equalize the air pressure.
Once you get used to this type of drinker
you will find it to be the best.

Selective breeding is lots of work. A
well organized breeding room, with the
proper equipment will alleviate some
unnecessary work. If you have a method
to raise canaries and it works, by all
means keep it. If you do not have a
method, try this one. I manage to raise
many canaries every year


